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Complaint Summary
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Summary of the Ombudsman’s Determination and reasons

Detailed Determination
Material facts

“… However they said that you can authorise such a purchase in justifiable
circumstances and my case, I believe, is. You see I did not qualify in medicine
until last year and this is my first ever contract with M.A.H.A. as a qualified
doctor. The above mentioned record is due to a locum I undertook at that date
as a final year student and the contract was for 5 working days and surely it
would have been unreasonable to have applied for a purchase of extra years
at that stage. Since then and until I qualified in Dec. 1980 I did a total of 3
other locums as a student again twice for a week each time and the third for
10 days or so. I did one week as a locum as a qualified doctor but that was
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just before last Christmas and well within the 12 months within which one has
to make the purchase. My proper contract started 1st Feb. 1981. I, therefore,
would appreciate your consideration regarding this. I also wish to know
whether the superannuation I paid as a student will be taken into consideration
in this respect.”

“For each added year purchased your annual pension and lump sum retiring
allowance would be increased by 1/80th and 3/80ths respectively of your
superannuable pay in the final year of service (or the best of the last 3 years)
…”

“… if you decide to purchase five added years there will be an increase in your
pension of £337.50 and in your lump sum of £1,012.50. This calculation has
been based on your current salary of £5,400 and I am sure that you will realise
that tax relief and your salary on termination are the most significant elements
of the purchase.”

“This application was made within the time limits specified in the regulations
and within 3 months of the quotation of cost being supplied …”

1

It is not clear why that date is stated to be the ‘material date’. Paragraph (2) of Schedule 7 to the 1980
Regulations defines the material date as the date on which the application form to purchase added years is
received by the member’s employing authority. The form which Dr N submitted appears, from the date
stamp, to have been received by the employer on 19 June 1981. However, the relevant legislation did not
change between 8 March 1981 and 19 June 1981, so I do not consider this point to be material to the
outcome of Dr N’s complaint.
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“Where an officer has completed payments in accordance with paragraph (1)2
or paragraph (2) [of Regulation 25], the number of added years so purchased
shall be added to his contributing service.”

“In the case of a practitioner, in respect of each year that is added to
his contributing service by virtue of paragraph (3) or paragraph (4) there shall
be added to his remuneration for the financial year in which the material date
(as defined in paragraph 2 of Schedule 7) falls the remuneration on which the
payments under this regulation were calculated, and a proportionate part of
such remuneration shall be added in respect of any part-year.”

“I can advise you that your service as a Trainee GP will continue to be classed
as officer status for our record purposes until you complete your training and
2

Paragraph (1) referred to Schedule 7 to the 1980 Regulations. Schedule 7 allowed for added years to be
paid for by instalments, as had been agreed in Dr N’s case.
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either go into partnership as an Assistant GP or become a Principal
Practitioner. At benefit stage you will receive separate awards for your officer
service and Practitioner service.”

“When you retire, your benefits will be based on all your superannuable
service in the National Health Service. Therefore as you are currently
purchasing an additional 5 years’ service this will enhance your overall service
on which your benefits will be based, thereby giving a higher rate of pension
and lump sum payable.”
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Summary of Dr N’s position
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“… a person who on ceasing to be an officer does not become entitled to
receive payment of any other benefits under these regulations and who
holds no other employment in which he is an officer shall be entitled to
receive from the Secretary of State a return of his contributions.”
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Summary of NHS BSA’s position
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Conclusions
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Should the disputed 51 days count as reckonable service?
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Should Dr N have been given more warning of the potential disadvantages of
purchasing added years?
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“Where a general practitioner has not more than 10 years’ hospital service
when he first becomes a general practitioner the hospital service is treated as
practitioner service for benefit purposes …”

The application of Regulation 72
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“Where an officer has completed payments … the number of added years so
purchased shall be added to his contributing service.”
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The Ombudsman’s jurisdiction
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Directions

Anthony Arter
Pensions Ombudsman
14 July 2020
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Appendix 1
The National Health Service (Superannuation) Regulations 1980 (SI1980/362) (as
amended)

“Application
(1)

… this Part of these regulations shall apply to the following officers of
an employing authority who have attained the age of 18 years (a)

every whole-time officer whose duties are wholly or mainly
administrative, professional or clerical;

“Reckoning as service of previous periods of employment
(1)

Subject to paragraph (6), where a person enters employment as
an officer after leaving a previous employment in which he was
an officer … the service which was reckonable when he ceased to be
employed in that previous employment shall be reckonable in relation to
the employment in which he is an officer, if (a)

he became an officer within 12 months after leaving that
previous employment, and

(b)

within 6 months after entering the employment of an employing
authority he repays to that authority an amount equal to any sum
paid to him by way of return of contributions on or after his
ceasing to hold his previous employment as an officer, …”

“Reckoning of service in certain continuing employments
(1)

There shall be reckonable for the purpose of calculating the amount of
a benefit payable to or in respect of an officer under these regulations,
in addition to any period of employment otherwise reckonable under
these regulations as service in relation to the employment he has
ceased to hold (in this regulation referred to as his “main
employment” ), any other period of employment which has been
reckonable as service under these regulations or the previous
regulations and (a)

which has terminated before or at the same time as the
termination of his main employment;

(b)

is service in respect of which no benefit under these regulations
or transfer payment has been paid;
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(2)

(c)

is not service in respect of which contributions have been
returned to the officer and have not been repaid by him; and

(d)

is not service which has been followed by any continuous period
of 12 months or longer during no part of which the person was
an officer.

Where on giving up his main employment an officer continues in some
other employment, any period of service which apart from this
paragraph is reckonable in relation to one only of those employments
shall be reckonable also in relation to the other employment for the
purpose of determining whether any benefit is payable to or in respect
of him but not for the purpose of calculating the amount of any such
benefit.”

“Purchase of added years of contributing service
(1)

An officer may elect within 12 months of (a)

first becoming an officer;

…
to make payment in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 7, so
that complete years of contributing service may be added to
his contributing service:
Provided that (i)

the time limit of 12 months may be extended to such longer
period as the Secretary of State may in any particular case allow,
in which event the Secretary of State may vary the provisions
of Schedule 7 in such manner as he considers to be appropriate;

…
(2)

…

(3)

Where an officer has completed payments in accordance with
paragraph (1) or paragraph (2), the number of added years so
purchased shall be added to his contributing service.

(4)

Where any payments in accordance with paragraph (1) or paragraph
(2) remain to be made by an officer and at least one payment has been
made by him (a)

in the event of his becoming entitled to pension under regulation
8(1)(a)(i) or dying whilst an officer, the remaining payments shall
be waived and there shall be added to his contributing
22
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service the total number of years of contributing service that he
elected to purchase and such added service shall be reckonable
for the purpose of determining entitlement to any benefit under
these regulations;
(b)

in the event of his ceasing to be an officer in circumstances other
than those mentioned in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph,
there shall be added to his contributing service that proportion of
the service which he elected to purchase as the amount paid
bears to the total amount due to be paid, except that, if within 6
months of so ceasing to be an officer he pays the balance of the
total amount due to be paid, there shall be added to
his contributing service the total number of years of contributing
service that he originally elected to purchase, so, however, that
the balance of the total amount due to be paid shall be reduced
by the amount added under paragraph 4 of Schedule 7 in
respect of the period between the date on which he so ceased to
be an officer and the date on which the final payment was due;
or

(c)

if sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph has applied to him and he
again becomes an officer within 6 months in circumstances in
which his previous service is reckonable or was taken into
account for the purpose of calculating benefits under regulation
8(1)(a)(iv) or 8(1)(a)(v), he may within 3 months of so becoming
an officer make the payment that he would have made in
accordance with the provisions of Schedule 7 if he had not
ceased to be an officer and on making such payment his election
under this regulation shall continue to have effect;

(d)

the Secretary of State may in any particular case extend any
time limit mentioned in this regulation.

(5)

In the case of a practitioner, in respect of each year that is added to
his contributing service by virtue of paragraph (3) or paragraph (4) there
shall be added to his remuneration for the financial year in which the
material date (as defined in paragraph 2 of Schedule 7) falls
the remuneration on which the payments under this regulation were
calculated, and a proportionate part of such remuneration shall be
added in respect of any part-year.

(6)

…”

“Return of contributions
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(1)

… a person who on ceasing to be an officer does not become entitled
to receive payment of any other benefit under these regulations and
who holds no other employment in which he is an officer shall be
entitled to receive from the Secretary of State a return of his
contributions …

(2)

In this regulation the word “contributions” has the meaning assigned to
it by regulation 2(5), but only in so far as any sums included in that
definition (a)

have not been returned to the person or, if they have been
returned to him, he has repaid the amount he received and any
further amount which he is required under these or the previous
regulations to pay, and

(b)

are attributable to service which was reckonable under these
regulations immediately before he ceased to be an officer and in
respect of which he has not become entitled to a benefit under
these or the previous regulations and no transfer payment has
been paid under those regulations ...”

“Until he attains the age of 70 years, these regulations shall apply to
every practitioner as if he were an officer in the employment of a Family
Practitioner Committee and he shall not be regarded as having ceased to be
such an officer whilst he remains on a list of at least one Family Practitioner
Committee.”

“Prior service to be treated as practitioner service
(1)

Subject to paragraph (2), where any person on first becoming
a practitioner other than an assistant practitioner is entitled to reckon 10
years or less of contributing service otherwise than as a practitioner
such service shall be treated as service as a practitioner, the
remuneration received in respect of that service being disregarded and,
for the purposes of calculating any benefit, the total uprated
remuneration as a practitioner being increased by the same proportion
as the service as a practitioner has been increased.

(2)

This regulation shall not have the effect in respect of a person who first
became a practitioner, other than an assistant practitioner, before 31st
March 1977, of reducing the benefits which he would have received
had the calculation been made under the corresponding provision as it
applied immediately before that date.”
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The NHS Pension Scheme Regulations 1995 (SI 1995/300) (as amended)

“Officer service treated as practitioner service
(1)

Subject to sub-paragraph (3), if a member does not have more than 10
years' officer service on first becoming a practitioner, the member's
officer service before first becoming a practitioner will be treated
as practitioner service.

(2)

For the purpose of calculating any benefit in respect of officer
service that is treated as practitioner service under sub-paragraph (1),
the member's pensionable pay in respect of that officer service (a)

may be disregarded and his uprated earnings increased by the
same proportion as his practitioner's service is increased by
virtue of the officer service being treated as practitioner
service under sub-paragraph (1); or

(b)

may be treated as pensionable earnings,

whichever is the more favourable to him.
(3)

Sub-paragraph (1) does not apply where (a)

the member first became a practitioner before 31st March 1977
and the benefits calculated under the corresponding provision,
as it applied immediately before that date, would have been
greater; or

(b)

the member's pension in respect of total officer service would
otherwise be greater than the member's pension in respect of
total practitioner service (where “pension” includes, in each case,
any increases payable under Part I of the Pensions (Increase)
Act 1971) and the member's total pension would be reduced if
the member's officer service before first becoming a practitioner
were treated as practitioner service.

(4)

The calculation described in sub-paragraph (3)(b) will be made when
the member's pension under this Section of the scheme becomes
payable. If the member dies before his pension becomes payable, the
calculation will be made at the date of his death and by reference to the
pension which would have become payable under regulation
E1 (normal retirement pension) or L1 (preserved pension) if he had
left pensionable employment immediately before that date.

(5)

When calculating the member's total officer service and
total practitioner service for the purposes of sub-paragraph (3)(b), any
increase in the member's service by virtue of regulation E2 or E2A, and
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any additional service bought as described in regulation Q1 (right to
buy additional service), will be ignored.
(5A)

Where a member has more than 10 years' officer service before first
becoming (a) a practitioner
the member's officer service before first becoming such
a practitioner may be treated as practitioner service if it would be more
favourable to him.

(5B)

For the purpose of calculating any benefits in respect of officer
service that is treated as practitioner service under sub-paragraph (5A),
the member's pensionable pay in respect of that officer service shall be
treated as pensionable earnings.

(5C)

If (a)

any part of the period of a member's officer service is treated
as practitioner service for the purposes of sub-paragraph (1) or
(5A) (“the converted service”) and,

(b)

any part of the converted service has been credited to
the member as a result of a transfer-in under regulations N2 or
N3 (but not regulation R8(2)) (“the converted service credit”),

the amount of pensionable pay deemed to be received in respect of the
converted service credit will be calculated in accordance with paragraph
18 of this Schedule.
(6)

Subject to sub-paragraph (8), if a member has, in total, less than one
year's officer service on the last occasion on which he ceases to be
a practitioner before his pension under this Section
of the scheme becomes payable, that officer service will be treated
as practitioner service.

(6A)

Subject to sub-paragraph (8), if a member has in total, 1 year's officer
service or more on the last occasion on which he ceases to be
a practitioner before his pension under this Section
of the scheme becomes payable, that officer service may be treated
as practitioner service if it would be more favourable to him.

(6B)

Any officer service which is treated as practitioner service by virtue of
sub-paragraph (6) or (6A) shall include any periods of officer
service which are concurrent with periods of practitioner service.

(7)

For the purpose of calculating any benefit in respect of officer
service that is treated as practitioner service under sub-paragraph (6) or
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(6A), the member's pensionable pay in respect of that officer
service will be treated as pensionable earnings.
(8)

If the member has officer service before first becoming a practitioner,
sub-paragraph (1) will be applied before sub-paragraph (6) or (6A) and
(a)

neither sub-paragraph (6) nor (6A) will apply to any officer
service that is treated as practitioner service under subparagraph (1) or (5A); and

(b)

any officer service that is treated as practitioner service under
sub-paragraph (1) or (5A) will be ignored for the purpose of
deciding whether sub-paragraph (6) or (6A) applies.

(9)

If any member with practitioner service works in employment as
an officer for less than 1 year after last ceasing to be a practitioner,
any officer service that is attributable to that employment will be treated
as practitioner service.

(10)

For the purpose of calculating any benefit in respect of officer
service that is treated as practitioner service under sub-paragraph (9),
the member's pensionable pay in respect of that officer service will be
treated as pensionable earnings.

(11)

Where the officer service mentioned in sub-paragraph (6) , subparagraph (6A) or sub-paragraph (9) has been credited as a result of a
transfer under regulation N1 (member's right to transfer accrued rights
to benefits to this Section of the scheme), the pensionable pay in
respect of it shall be deemed to be the pensionable pay by reference to
which the additional period of service was calculated under regulation
N2(3) or N3(2), whichever is applicable.”
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Appendix 2
Scheme booklets
Member’s Guide 1980

“Where a general practitioner has not more than 10 years’ hospital service
when he first becomes a general practitioner the hospital service is treated as
practitioner service for benefit purposes, practitioner benefits being increased
proportionately by the length of hospital service, e.g. a person with 20 years’
service as a practitioner preceded by 5 years’ service as a hospital doctor or
dentist has his superannuable pay as a practitioner uprated as shown in the
Practitioner’s Supplement and then increased by multiplying the total uprated
pay by 25/20. Pension is then calculated on 1.4% of the uprated
superannuable pay.”

“A member can have all his contributions refunded if he
•

is under age 26, or

•

has less than 5 years’ service (including qualifying service). (For this
purpose qualifying service does not include any added years
purchased.)

Members not in these categories will have pension rights preserved, as
appropriate, as explained in Section 7.1 although contributions paid in respect
of service not preserved may be refunded.”
Practitioners’ supplement (March 1977)

“Instead of being based on service and final pay, as shown in Section 9 of the
guide to the scheme, a practitioner’s benefits are assessed as a proportion of
his total pensionable earnings throughout his career but these pensionable
earnings are first uprated by percentages representing the increases
recommended by the Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists’ Pay …”
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